Trail King is the leading manufacturer of open deck and materials hauling trailers for the asphalt paving, construction, commercial hauling, agriculture, and specialized transport industries. With a network of almost 400 dealer locations across the U.S. and Canada, Trail King is there when you need us. Our dedicated teams of customer service professionals are available 24/7 to serve you.

We know that your bottom line is important to you and it’s our commitment to make sure you achieve the lowest cost of ownership with the highest quality trailers offered in the market. A Trail King trailer won’t just get the job done — it will get the job done right.

Instantly access over 10,000 on-hand parts and a variety of online tools. All Trail King certified dealers, fleets, and service facilities can place same-day shipping orders for convenient and efficient ordering. Customers looking for more information can contact a local Trail King dealer or submit direct requests to trailersupport@trailking.com.

Extend the life of your trailer and increase resale value by restoring it to near-peak performance through Trail King’s factory refurbishment program. Customers can request a free estimate for comprehensive refurbishments or specified repairs by visiting www.tkpeakperformance.com. Our expert technicians are available to assist you.

Competitive rates and flexible terms designed to make a Trail King purchase affordable, convenient, and secure. Trail King’s innovative payment program operates with an understanding of the changing demands a customer’s business faces. Our full suite of financing structures, including Loans, Finance Leases, and TRAC Leases, makes it easier than ever before to own a Trail King trailer.

COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT. UNMATCHED SERVICE. PEOPLE. PRODUCT. PERFORMANCE.

Whether you own a premium Trail King trailer or you are looking to own one, you can still have access to our comprehensive PEAK PERFORMANCE™ aftermarket programs:

EASY LOAD. EASY GO.
Trail King’s Tag trailer is outfitted with the highest quality materials for increased durability and capacity. All TKLP models feature standard equipment that provides stress-free, safe and efficient operation every time for peace of mind when you’re on the go.

Invest in a Trail King Tag trailer for the best level of performance time and time again.

Contact:
Glen (Scooter) Barney
801-978-1620 or glbarney@wheelercat.com
wheelercat.com
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Adjustable Hitch
Accommodate a wide variety of towing vehicles with an adjustable 4-bolt hitch rated for the full GVWR of the trailer.

Toolbox
The conveniently located toolbox is roomy enough to store chains and tools and, because it is lockable, it is secure enough for you to do so with confidence.

Bolt-on Spare Tire Carrier
Optional feature that allows you to safely mount and easily remove a spare tire.

Safety Chains
Heavy-duty safety chains with GVWR-rated grab hooks are built tough for years of dependable service.

Drop Leg Jack
Both 56, 12,500 lb. with drop bag.

Heavy-Duty Best D-Rings
Front D-ring for your trailer to handle even your toughest hauling requirements.

Axles, Wheels, and Tires
Track type axles and wheels, off road tires, and radial bias are standard equipment. So you not only get the right equipment for the job, you also get less down time, easier maintenance, and long service life.

Safety Headboard
The safety headboard provides another dimension of safety and load hauling security.

Oak Decking
1.5" nominal oak decking that is double screwed to cross members to prevent cupping. This deck will stand up to years of rugged service.

Break-Away System
Whenever friction on the break-away system on TK244L models with electric brakes located in tongue area.

Extended Beaver Tail
A full 50" beaver tail is standard allowing for a lower load angle and increased hauling ease and safety.

Lightweight Ramps
Durable lightweight aluminum T-rip Ramps shown with over spherical ball joints edges.

Protected Electrical System
Features indicator lights, breakaway switch, ground safety, and rubber grounds for all wiring through the frame for corrosion, toughness, low maintenance performance.

I-Beam Crossmembers
Crossmembers consist of 60,000 psi box beam spars for maximum strength and deck life.

Safety

* See your local dealer for full list of available options.